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Abstract

varying function [7, 8, 9]. Combined with simple optical ﬂow
techniques for computing pixel motion, we clearly see the
ubiquity of concurrent behavior within and across modalities,
unimpeded by the noise of too much spatial and temporal
resolution.

The organization of time-varying linguistic behavior, while
controlled, is not precisely timed. This claim is supported
empirically, but it is also motivated theoretically by an idea
that will be ﬂeshed out in the talk; namely, language behavior necessitates a neuro-cognitive displacement from the
ﬁne-grained spatial and temporal instantiation of language.
This obviates the need for the precise synchronization that
can be observed in that other peculiarly human activity – music.
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1. Overview
In this talk, I attempt a critical look at the role of temporal organization in planning, producing, and perceiving spoken language behavior. Many of us, I am sure, believe that spoken
language is highly constrained in its temporal patterning. After
all, language exhibits rhythm and other characteristics that can
be seen only through their repetitive patterning in time, which
implies a certain stability. Furthermore, even if some of us
have not given it much thought, a moment’s attention to how
speech is produced suggests the highly coordinated (including
carefully-timed) activity of many physical structures (e.g., individual speech articulators) and sub-systems (e.g., respiration,
phonation). However, stability and coordination do not necessarily require precision in either space or time. Indeed, I argue
that, whether examined within or across modalities, coordinated
behavior crucially must not be precisely timed or synchronized
in order for it to be linguistically-relevant. Temporal coordination is argued to combine both emergent and controlled properties making the description of spatial and temporal coordination
more a matter of proximity and overlap, which I term concurrency, than of strict synchronization.
The theoretical position that linguistic behavior necessarily entails concurrent rather than synchronized behavioral components will be motivated by a reinterpretation of some of my
older research on articulatory dynamics (e.g., [1]) and speech
motor control (see [2]), and additional empirical support from
four types of study: i) multimodal studies examining the production and perception of declination and speech planning [3],
and of Lombard Speech [4]; ii) combined linguistic and performance (kinematic and acoustic) analyses of story-telling in
Shona [5]and Plains Cree [6]; iii) the effects of vocal effort
during speech and operatic singing on postural and articulatory coordination; and, for contrast, iv) performance analyses
of singer-audience interaction.
Key to this reinterpretation is an algorithm, recently
completed and presented at this conference, that computes
the instantaneous correspondence between signals across a
range of temporal offsets that can be visualized as a time-
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